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Dateline: Friday December 6, 2019  The Sagittarius-Gemini Full Moon on 
December 11/12 — as the U.S. House of Representatives moves in the direction of 
impeaching President Trump before Christmas — places a gigantic exclamation 
point on the current political-social-civil schizophrenia affecting America. The 
Moon overhead in our nation’s capital in opposition to the Sun below are united 
with the president’s natal fate-destiny oriented Lunar Nodes and his Sun/Uranus 
conjunction in polarity to the Moon. Plus, the USA Mars degree in Gemini from 
July 4, 1776 is at the Midheaven while the USA Neptune degree in Virgo is rising. 
What does this portend?  

 
From the positive vantage point, the American public is in 
for an enormously significant and hopefully highly 
enlightening educational lesson on how our federal 
government is structured and should work. From the 
negative perspective at the very least we are witnessing — 
via this illuminating solar-lunar opposition — a rising anger-
volatility (shadow side of Mars) combined with chaos-
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confusion (shadow side of Neptune). Furthermore — since the 
Pentagon has just announced the potential for 14,000 additional 
troops to be sent to the Middle East to offset recent Iranian threats 
to peace in the region — the USA natal Mars-Neptune square 
aspect, with its tendency to propel our nation into becoming 
involved in armed conflict, is exacerbated at this Full Moon.  
 
Validating the ideas expressed above, be aware that in the hours 
leading up to the Full Moon Venus forms its annual union with often fear-inducing 
Saturn and Mercury makes an oblique, 150-degree tie to shock-generator Uranus 
while just 24 hours later Chiron is motionless (reinforcing its capacity to create 
psychic and/or physical wounds in its lower expression) and less than 48 hours 
after the Full Moon Venus unites with underworld-ruler Pluto.  

 
From prior reporting in this section of our 
website, President Trump’s natal astro-
locality lines of celestial intensity (his Moon 
rising, Sun and Uranus setting, plus his 
Moon’s Nodes setting and rising) cross 
through the Persian Gulf and, at this Full 
Moon, the triple conjunction of Saturn-
Venus-Pluto rises through this dangerous 

region of our beleaguered planet while radical-change agent Uranus is below (and 
precisely below through Tehran).  
 
Other global hot spots around the time of this Full Moon include Japan (Saturn-
Venus-Pluto overhead with Vesta and Uranus rising and Mars setting), the UK 
about to have another critical vote regarding Brexit (Mars rising and Vesta setting), 
Turkey and Ukraine (Sun and Pallas Athena rising and the Moon setting), Cuba, 
Eastern Florida and much of the US East Coast (Moon above and the Sun below), 
San Diego along with Southern California, Nevada, Idaho and Eastern Oregon and 
Washington (Vesta above and Mars below).  
 
Neptune in Pisces and Chiron in Aries below through Europe and much of the 
continent of Africa is no cake walk and the triple conjunction of Saturn-Venus-
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Pluto is below through San Paulo and Brasilia.  
 
Important Closing Notes: The upcoming New Moon in 
Capricorn on Christmas Day at 5 degrees of the tenth 
sign of the zodiac is another powerhouse especially as 
two days later on December 27 there will be a 
rendezvous of the Sun and Jupiter — the two largest 
celestial bodies in our solar system — at 5+ degrees of 
Capricorn, almost precisely opposite the USA Jupiter at 
5+ degrees of Cancer. If the president is impeached 
shortly before this time-period and this shifts the public’s 
attention to a trial in the Senate, presided over by Chief 

Justice of the Supreme Court John Roberts, we are likely to experience a very 
distraught president since he is born with Jupiter 
stationary and he doesn’t do well when anyone, let 
alone numerous members of Congress, criticize his 
behavior patterns. It is vital that wise men and women 
close to the president provide him with the guidance 
needed to prevent the outbreak of any war scenario 
that could lead to a conflagration that has the potential 
to quickly get out of hand.  

The Guns of August by historian Barbara W. Tuchman — 
concerning how World War I began under massive 
miscalculations by European nations — should be re-read 
by our military experts as its publication in 1962, before 
the Cuban Missile Crisis in October of that year, helped a 
brilliantly thoughtful and well-read President John F. 
Kennedy and his equally intelligent brother Attorney 
General Robert F. Kennedy to save America and the 

Soviet Union from initiating a nuclear war. 

Astrology chart for the Sagittarius-Gemini Full Moon on December 11/12, 2019 
is below, along with our favorable and unfavorable USA and World City Lists 
elsewhere in this online Global Hot Spot section of the Great Bear Enterprises 
website. www.greatbearenterprises.com
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